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Chantal: Hello and welcome to this MomsFightingAutism.com webinar.  I’m your host for 
this evening, Chantal Sicile-Kira.  Author of various books on autism, including: 
Autism Life Skills,  Adolescents on the Autism Spectrum, and Autism 
Spectrum Disorders. Today, in honor of National Autism Awareness Month, 
which is, what April is here in the United States, where I'm calling you, where 
I'm speaking to you from, we are proud to have as our guest, Jonathan 
Alderson.  And I specifically picked Jonathan for tonight's show because it is 
Autism Awareness Month and because he has started a multi-treatment 
intervention approach.  So I'm going to tell you a little bit about Jonathan now 
and then he will speak to you about his multi-treatment program.  

Jonathan Alderson is a Autism Treatment Specialist, working in private practice 
in Toronto.  He specializes in merging educational and bio-medical treatments 
through an integrated model he has developed called Intensive Multi-
Treatment Intervention.   Alderson holds a Masters Degree in Education 
from Harvard University and completed an Honors BA in Developmental and 
Educational Psychology at the University of Western Ontario.  He spent a year 
at the Sorbonne in Paris.  Alderson worked for eight years at the Son-Rise 
Program in Massachusetts, completing over 1,500 hours of one-on-one floor-
time as well as acting as Administrator and directing staff-training.  He has 
worked with over 2,000 families; supervising home-based interventions in the 
United Kingdom, Ireland, Holland, Spain, Australia, Israel and Mexico.  Alderson 
has spoken at several international venues including the Royal College of 
Pediatricians at the University of Nottingham and he is a guest speaker the 
Canadian Psychiatric Research Foundation.  

Jonathan, welcome to the show.   

Jonathan: Thank you.  Good evening.  

Chantal: How about to start off, could you please tell us a bit about your multi-treatment 
invention.  How you came about to develop this program?

Jonathan: Definitely.  I think a place to begin would be kind of a background of my own 
journey through autism which seems to parallel many of the families that I 



work with.  One, that is basically a bit scattered; somewhat overwhelming and 
disjointed.  In terms of finding a path, a navigation through this maze of autism 
treatments, there's hundreds and hundreds of treatments available out there. 
As I mentioned in the article that was posted from the autism file, the last time 
I Google autism, I got 20 million hits.  So just thinking about, trying to answer 
the question, how does a parent decide what to do for their child and how to 
pick?  So, over many years of going to conferences, reading books, having 
training in different programs, I began to feel that the field of autism was sort 
of like a chain of islands, if you will, a little metaphor.  When, and there I was 
in my canoe, maybe many parents around me in canoes as well, traveling over 
to maybe the ABA or the IBI, the behavioral island, getting out, learning what's 
there, maybe taking some information, but then hearing, hey, over on this 
other island there's special diet or bio-medical team. So they hop into their 
canoe and paddle over to the next island, learn what's over there and while 
they're learning some dietary things, they hear about this other island.  Maybe 
it's called occupational therapy or music therapy or horse riding therapy and 
soon enough a parent has learned many approaches, but each island almost 
feels separate and the question I had for myself, as I had this kind of 
experience was, how do these fit together?  

This question was also pertinent to me in my work with families, because I saw 
how many parents were kind of put into the position of having to play that role 
of program administrator of having to figure it out.  Of having to sometimes 
play the advocate or sometimes the devil's advocate between different 
professionals and school boards and things like that.  And what I wanted to do 
was create a program where I could take that role instead of the parents and 
merging the various pieces of a program together and piecing it together.  So 
that's sort of how I, how it came about doing what I do.  

Chantal: Interesting.  I really like the analogy that you had there of the different islands. 
It certainly does feel that way when your a parent.  

Jonathan: (laugh).... If I can just share maybe the context.  I know so many families have 
sent in questions and I'm really eager to get to those and do what I can to 
answer some of them.  Maybe of the context for our time together, I would like 
to share a few principles of a multi achievement program, that might give the 
listeners an idea of some of the framework, if you will, to which I might answer 
the question.   

Chantal: Okay.



Jonathan: So a, I just have a couple here.  

The first sort of principle that I work by when trying to choose a treatment 
program for a child and pull pieces together is just starting with the idea that 
diagnosis of autism is multi faceted, multi factorial.  There's language 
component, social component, behavioral component.  We believe there's a 
bio-medical component.  And when we look out to the question of what is 
causing autism, without going down that discussion this evening, many people 
would agree that it's likely multi factorial as well.  And so the principle I want to 
lay out first is that I believe treatment should be multi faceted, multi factorial. 
So if you're a parent listening with a child with autism  and you're pursuing just 
one modality, maybe you're just pursuing behavioral intervention or you're only 
pursuing the bio-medical intervention, I'd encourage you to think about a multi 
treatment approach.  That would be number one.    

Number two would be the idea that learning and acquiring skills, whether it's 
cognitive or behavioral, is a biological process.  And so the physical health of 
your child with autism really needs to be a priority before behavioral training 
and before education.  And my sort of antidote here would be;  I remember 
working at a program in the United States where we were at early phases of an 
intervention program and we were doing play therapy, and the child was simply 
not responding to this play therapy, no matter how sort of playful and animated 
and energized we were, working with this child.  But what we did notice is that 
the child seem to have quite a bloated stomach.  The child seem, definitely had 
ongoing bowel issues and just seem not to feel well a lot of the time.  And so 
we took a course of helping that child to feel better in his body through some 
diet intervention and so on and so forth.  Working in conjunction with the 
medical doctor.  And what we found, fairly rapidly actually, within three to four 
months was that when we then did the therapy sessions, the child was so 
much more responsive.  So here's an example where this sort of almost steps 
to doing what we did and we probably could have saved ourselves time and 
money and resources had we not begun the play therapy before in some ways 
the child was ready to be open to that.  So the idea of addressing health 
concerns before we launch really deeply into other programs, that would be 
principle number two.       

Principle number three I might suggest for our listeners to consider is that each 
individual treatment, each strategy you might learn from a speech and 
language pathologist or from your occupational therapist or your music 
instructor, should really be chosen and brought into a multi treatment program 
based on indications that the pre-conditioners that you would want to use it for. 
For example, you probably wouldn't start a special diet unless you had reason 
to believe that your child needed that for example.  Also based, these 
treatments should be chosen based contra indications.  Meaning there might be 



situations where you wouldn't want to do music therapy with a child.  And then 
thinking about the timing of when you would do that strategy.  And how 
complimentary is, let's say, swimming or horse riding or music therapy or 
behavioral therapy with other programs that you're doing.  And under this, I 
want to throw out a couple of questions for the listeners if you're thinking 
about choosing programs or if you have already chosen some.  You might want 
to go back to those service providers or the people at school and ask them “w” 
questions.  Some “w” questions.  I'm just going to throw them out to you. 

 
1. If you're on line or again, talking to someone at a school or a service 

provider, you might ask them: What is this specifically for?  What is this 
specifically for?

Chantal, I chose this stuff because I surf on the net around autism.  I read. I 
go to conferences as I say.  I'm often wearily when someone is saying that this 
product can really help with everything.  It can help with eye contact.  It can 
help your child to focus.  It can help your child have conversations and throw a 
ball better.  And so I'm really interested to know how really specifically this 
particular diet or this particular substance or this particular program.  What is it 
getting at?  So that's one.  What is it specifically doing?

2. Who does it work best for?  Are there kids that it doesn't really work with? 
Are there kids that it definitely, specifically works for?   Is my child one of 
those?

3. Next one is:  Which symptoms does this really specifically address?  And 
which doesn't it?  Which doesn't it address?  This helps a parent to set 
expectations of what they can really gain from implementing this strategy. 
And not be disappointed when it's not a cure all.  

4. Another “w” question would be: When?
I'm talking to someone who's asking me to do a hyperbaric 

chamber therapy, for example.  I might say, when should I do this?  Should 
I do this at any time?  At any age?  At any stage of the program?  Recently, 
I was informed by a hyperbaric chamber person I was talking to, that they 
recommend that you don't do hyperbaric until after you've done some 
other bio-medical treatments.  Which I didn't know that they would 
recommend that.  I started being interesting to me that this person would 
actually turn some parents away and say that your child is not quite ready. 
I appreciate that idea rather than saying sure, we can do it, anytime, any 
place.  

  I'm going to share just one more principle.



Chantal: Okay.

Jonathan: And then maybe we can have questions and that would be the way that I 
design programs and I've really tried lots and lots of different ways over 
the years.  It's sort of twenty years of work and putting things together, 
trying different ways.  I want to stress that multi treatment does not 
necessarily mean all at once.  

Chantal: Right.

Jonathan: So, I'm sure there are many, many listening; many parents listening, that 
are thinking, hey, I had my child enrolled in seven different programs and 
we're already overwhelmed.  How many more can I squeeze into a day or a 
week.  And actually, one of the things that I do with parents that I work 
with is often review the programming that's happening already and 
sometimes we eliminate somethings.  We take somethings out.  It's not 
just about fitting more and more things in.  And we would do that, to again 
try and really think about which ones of these are working together.  Are 
there any things are kind of canceling each other out a little bit?  How is it 
working for the child?   Is the child overwhelmed sometimes?   And would 
we want to pull out one of these treatments and wait three months to put 
it back into the larger picture a little bit later on?  Is there a timing or 
sequencing consideration we might want to have?  So, multi treatment 
again isn't doing as much as you can all at once.   But that there would be 
an order and timing consideration to what you're doing.  So, I just wanted 
to throw those out as kind of basis of our conversation tonight.

Chantal: Those are really helpful points because I think part of the reason why we 
need all of this questioning is that there is not two kids with autism that 
look alike.  What may work with one child, may not work with another and 
that makes it very difficult for parents.  So those kind of questions that you 
mentioned they should be thinking about and asking is very important for 
parents to take to and listen to seriously because that's the only way you're 
going to make some sense of all of the information that is out there.

Jonathan: I agree and I think unfortunately in our field, currently all of us 
professionals and service providers are not talking to each other enough to 
make these decisions easier for parents and to give that information 
readily.  We should be able to say to a parent, “Hey, you know what, this 
isn't the right treatment for you or it's not the right time or I think you 
should try this first before that”  If we could just all get together in a big 



room somehow, all the different therapies, which each I think each one has 
something really good to offer.  But we could kind of decide where we all fit 
on the bigger treatment map, that would be such a gift to parents.  
(laughter)

Chantal: It certainly would be.  So, I going start with one question.  Simple.  I think, 
I hope it's simple (laughter).  It's from Norris in San Juan, Puerto Rico.  
What is the difference between Floortime and RDI?  Do you know the 
answer to that one?  

Jonathan: Well, I can throw out a couple of ideas.  I'm not an RDI Specialist, nor am I 
an Floortime Specialist, but I've sat in on presentations on both programs.  
I've read books on both programs, so I can throw an idea in any case.  

Chantal: Okay.

Jonathan: Both of those programs would fit, in my opinion, under a play based model 
and certainly a relationship, social, socialization model.  So those programs 
should be programs that I would think of using whether you go full on in 
one or the other or use pieces of both, which is what I do in putting a 
program together.  You use those to address your social development and 
social communications, sort of language and conversation skills, so on and 
so forth.  And also the play, imagination and things like that.  Dr. 
Greenspan's model, the  Floortime, he's a Developmental Psychologist.  So 
that program is pretty strongly based on a developmental model, meaning 
that there are certain stages that in your typical child, would go through 
and so Dr. Greenspan would propose that it would be important for your 
child to also go through those steps in a certain order and I'll give you a 
little example.  Some children would go from sitting to directly to standing 
and walking and they might miss or skip over the cross crawl phase, where 
a child would crawl across a room.  The belief in Floortime is that  maybe 
mean that your child's brain development didn't get the benefit of cross 
crawl.  So in the Floortime program then we would go back and do some 
exercises where that child that didn't cross crawl can have some 
opportunities to do some cross crawling.  

Where as in RDI, by Dr. Gutstein, he's not sort of focus exclusively on 
developmental order.  But he might sort of look at the child's strength, the 
child's challenges and again in particular, terms of relationship specifically 
and the goals and objectives would be ordered and listed according to how 
best we can help this child, in terms of relationship and communication.  



The both of them are play.  Based in interaction.  Based in I think both of 
them have some great value.  

Chantal: And here's another question that's sort of leads out from that very nicely 
from Tiffany Phillips from Humble.  Is it possible to combine Floortime with 
some ABA principles and RDI?  I know that Floortime and ABA are 
opposite, but is it possible and would this be very beneficial?   

Jonathan: The answer is to Tiffany is yes, yes and yes.  (laughter).   Here I'm  
obviously tonight really advocating that you do mix programs together.  By 
the way, let me say it again, not for sake of simply mixing things together, 
because I think that's a cool model, but because all children have a variety 
of needs.  I have never met a child that only needs to have their behavior 
changed without learning how to also play for example and relate and do 
that kind of stuff in terms of social communication.  So, let me zero in on 
something I think she's asking, which is an important thing.  When you're 
going to combine a play based model, play therapy and socialization with 
an IBI, maybe low vous model, for example, I think it's really critical and 
I've seen the best success, when you have those two groups of therapists 
or those two different program directors talking to each other.  So the 
question may be, I'm going to rephrase it differently, isn't can they be 
combined or should they be?  Again, I think the answer is yes, yes.  The 
real question is, how can you combine them?  How do you combine them? 
And it seems to me that unfortunately, the monkey in the middle is the 
child, who kind of gets tugged and pulled one way or the other, with 
different learning strategies and different expectations between the 
programs.  So for example, in an IBI, I'm sorry I'm using that because it's a 
Canadian term.

Chantal: Right.

Jonathan: The behavioral intervention.  That's our Canadian term for behavioral and 
ABA program.  In those programs for example, compliance or sitting at a 
table and doing table work and following instructions, is fairly highly 
regarded and high up the list of what we're, sort of our expectations of 
studentship on a child.  Whereas in contrast, let's say, with a Floortime 
model, we're really trying to encourage a child to take the lead at times, to 
initiate, to use his imagination, to go outside of the box of routine and 
roped learning.  So, on the one hand, the child for half of the day might be 
asked to not stand up and not be creative and only do what was asked of 



him and two hours later, he's being really encouraged to step outside of the 
box and not be so self restricting.  So you need to get those two groups of 
therapists talking to each other and figure out how we can make the child's 
experience, the child's experience.  Don't look at the objective necessarily 
and what the therapists think.  How can we make Billy or Jimmy or Jack's 
experience more cohesive throughout the day?  

Chantal: I think it's important for all the types of therapies that are involved.  For 
example, if you have an occupational therapist involved and a speech 
therapist and whatever program it is going on at school, if everyone's not 
sort of coordinating together and meeting every once and awhile or sharing 
notes, its kind of not as effective for the child as if there were a team 
approach where people are as you say, sharing information and making 
sure that they all understand what the goals are and what the big picture 
is.  

Jonathan: That's right, yeah, a team approach is really good.  Happily, that's really 
happening more and more both in Canada and the States.  School boards 
are recognizing that team approach is important.  Many organizations are.  
I'll throw just one other little tidbit for Tiffany  

Chantal: Okay.

Jonathan: That sort of applies to the rest of the conversation.  In the IMTI program, 
that's the program that I run, I, my personal choice in what I've seen work 
best is that we start with play therapy and then we move to a behavioral 
program.  And we actually do one before the other and I'll tell you very 
quickly why.  It seems literature supports it, the research supports this and 
that is that social development, the social communication and the play, if 
that comes first, then the kind of studentship skills, like cooperating, 
following instructions, paying attention, having better eye contact, if those 
seem to be in place and I'm going to say spontaneously, spontaneously 
because they developed and they're there.  So then when it comes time to 
structure the learning, an adult lead learning, almost more like an IBI 
approach, we don't have to use so many external reinforcers, you know, 
and stripped policies in human learning.  I find that the children are much 
more willing to come to the table and enjoy learning and actually be 
curious about learning.  So it's much less of a struggle.  If there's any 
parents listening who really found some benefit in an ABA approach, but 
the children kind of struggle with the process in terms of resisting it and 
don't seem to have a lot of joy.  I'd recommend you might even pause a 



behavioral program just temporarily and really just do some play, some 
enjoyment and then go back to the behavioral one.  

Chantal: Yeah it's true.  There needs to be some enjoyment somewhere along the 
way.  (laughter)

Jonathan: Yes.

Chantal: Okay.  So many questions here.  Trying to figure out which one's would be 
the best one's to ask you right after that one.  Here's one.  It's kind of an 
open one but, maybe you have some suggestions.  This is from Marley.  My 
son is six and still doesn't speak.  Speech therapy seems useless.  What 
should I do?  

Jonathan: Wow!  I would want to know a bit more information.  I know that's not 
possible right in this context, but I'm going to throw some, just a couple of 
questions.  Again, one of the principles we talked about was consider 
physical health first.  And I would throw that out in terms of speech 
development as well.  I'll give you a quick example.  It seems like there's a 
high number of children who have been diagnosed with autism who have 
also had chronic ear infections.  Many kids I've worked with have tubes in 
their ears.  And many children may still suffer from ear infections.  In that 
case, it's possible that the child is intermittent hearing.  It's possible that 
there are certain sounds that they are sensitive to and so on and so forth.  
This is just one example and I'm certainly not suggesting this is the case 
for autistic children. 

Chantal: Right.

Jonathan: It's just an example of a health concern that could be related to slow or 
delayed language development.  So I would say first on all, are there and I 
mean we need to go beyond having hearing tested.  Many parents say, oh I 
had my child's hearing tested.  He seems to be hearing fine.  That might be 
true, but there may be other issues of language development like vision.  
Hearing is one of them and so on and so forth.  So that's a pretty detailed 
conversation.  So that's the first thing.  Second thing I'd suggest to you is 
that speech therapy is often on a pretty low frequency basis.  At least in 
Canada, a child may have eight weeks of speech therapy, you know, twice 
a week for an hour and I'm going to suggest that's not enough for 



language development.  So, a couple of options are, make sure your 
speech and language therapist is teaching you, the parent, the techniques 
and what they want you to do and that you do them at home as much as 
possible.  In the home environment, in real life situations.  So if you're 
being told to stay outside, if you're not being included in what the 
strategies are, be an advocate, get in there and figure it out or switch 
therapists and work with someone whose really going to include you as the 
parent.  That would be the second thing.  The third suggestion I would 
make is to make language, this might sound a bit counteractive, but make 
talking a language a game rather than an exercise that is serious focused 
and controlling.  What I mean by that is, we can get into situations where 
we're trying to almost tug that word out of our child as opposed to just 
being playful with words, with language, delighting in them.  So as the 
Mom is pouring juice the next day, she is maybe singing the orange song 
and saying orange, orange, orange over and over, but in a playful way.  
Orange, orange, orange.  So, she's starting to make a language something 
he might want to tune in to and associate to.  The next day he might want 
her to sing that orange, orange song again and he might indicate that by 
tugging on her, making a sound.  And so we start to get him engaged and 
interested in language.  

Chantal: Yes.  May I make a couple of suggestions.  

Jonathan: Absolutely.  Please.

Chantal: I would also think to check on how the motor development is of the child.  
Because some of them may have, may be hypertonic.  Which means that 
their muscles aren't that strong and maybe the speech therapy is not 
helping in terms of that child not coming home speaking, but they're 
working on the muscles.  That's another thing.  And also, I see this 
happening frequently in the United States, that a child is non verbal at six 
and still has no alternative means of communication.  

Jonathan: Right.

Chantal: And a lot of times this happens because people are afraid that if they give 
them an alternative means of communication, they'll never learn to speak.

Jonathan: They won't know the oral. That's right.  



Chantal: And I have to say, the research clearly shows that if you give them an 
alternative means of communication, it only helps to build the speech, if 
there's going to be speech.  I have never seen, well maybe you can tell me 
if you've seen anything other than that.  But it seems to me the research 
that I have read, shows that it you do have an alternative form of 
communication, it will help speech.  It won't keep speech from happening. 

Jonathan: I think those are two excellent points, Chantal, and in the program that I 
run, we usually try and attempt for oral communication first and we don't 
drag, that's not a protracted experience.  I mean we might try that for 
three or four months and if we see the child attempting, we might continue 
with that.  

Chantal: Right.

Jonathan: But then if it's really not happening, using other forms of communication, 
whatever it is, can often open really big doors for the child.  Lowers 
frustration, teaches them about symbols and connecting to communication. 
Really, really good point.  The only thing I usually talk about again is let's 
try oral first, then we'll go to the next one.  

Chantal: Right.  

Jonathan: Great point.

Chantal: The other thing too is that behavior is a form of communication.  And if 
they do get to the point where they're very frustrated, you might start 
seeing all these types of inappropriate behavior.  So then we're focusing on 
these inappropriate behaviors instead of perhaps teaching them a way to 
communicate which would of stopped a lot of those inappropriate 
behaviors and many of the (inaudible).

Jonathan: Yup and once again you're addressing idea that we really need to look at 
the child as a bigger, as a bigger person, with lots of different facets 
happening.  You can't just isolate out oral language



Chantal: Right.

Jonathan: And after trying it, say what can I do?  But you really have to look at the 
bigger picture.  

Chantal: Here's another question from Eukel Warm in Versalia, California.  My son 
was diagnosed with classic autism at the age of 2½, he is now 4 years old. 
With various treatments and therapies, he is better in a lot of areas, but 
certain things that have not changed and even seemed to have gotten 
worse are his visual stemming and his sensory disorganization.  I have no 
idea of what we can possibly do to at least lessen his visual stemming.  He 
is obsessed with air conditioning units, ceiling fans, fans, something that 
flaps and makes movements.  Any advice would be greatly be appreciated. 

Jonathan: Hmmm hmm.  Interesting, interesting.  Well there are a lot of different 
thoughts on this.  Some people would say, you live and you eat two.  Stop 
your son from self stimulating using a stim.  I'm not one of those people, 
so I'll just say that upfront.  So I would be very curious to investigate 
what's going on from him and why does he have these attractions?  If we 
could possibly solve that.  So again, I'm going to go to bio-medical first.  
And I'm just going to throw out a couple of ideas.  First of all, there's a 
researcher named Mary Maxon, who has been part of the Dan Movement 
at different times and her research is focused primarily on or at least this 
part that I'm referring to the vision is, on beta carotene to vitamin A 
and cod liver oil.  She's published some very interesting academic and 
research papers looking at groups of people with autism who have hand 
flapping or peripheral vision challenges and so again with a vision, and why 
that might occur and how you might help that so you might want to first of 
all look up Mary Maxon's research.  

The second thing I threw out is bio-medical, but not a supplement, but 
more physiological and how the eye is shaped and so on and so forth.  
There's a wonderful doctor in, I believe he's in New York, in Long Island.  
His name is Dr. Kaplan and he specializes in vision.  He promotes a certain 
therapy where children will wear different lenses.  Not the color lens 
therapy, that's a different therapy, but this actually lenses that are designed 
to help the eyes learn how to work together.  Depth perception, so on and 
so forth.  And for some children it's very, very helpful therapy, so you may 
want to look up Dr. Kaplan.  That would be another idea.  



Then I would move from the bio-medical side and go to the social side.  I 
worked with many, many children who have different repetitious behaviors, 
different sort of interests like lining up objects or like reading certain books 
over and over.  Might be a verbalism, a verbal stim.  In this case, your son 
has a visual stimulation.  I might want to explore that socially with him, so 
I'd start doing a functional behavioral analysis.  Looking at are there 
patterns of when he tends to look at the fans and the grates in your house? 
For example, is it around mealtimes?  Is he trying to avoid you know, 
sitting at the table together?  Is it when he's really challenged and has to 
do something?  Is it when he's left on his own and he's not directed?  So 
I'd sort of see if there's patterns and times when he engages in these 
behaviors and that might give us clues as to how to help him socially to 
choose different kinds of behaviors and different kinds of stimulation rather 
than those activities.  There's more ideas I have but those are a couple to 
begin with.  

Chantal: Those are good ideas.  Two listeners have sent in comments about the 
child who is six and still doesn't speak.  So I'm going to read those because 
they might be helpful.  Liz from Rutherford says my son didn't speak until 
we cleared the yeast overgrowth from his guts.  And Jill from Amityville on 
Long Island says the caller with the non talker at six, this is how my son 
was and he did not have hearing loss and he had PT (physical therapy).  
He did have hearing loss and had physical therapy, but he went to an 
audiologist for three years and did get tubes and then with speech therapy, 
began to talk.  I took years, but now you would never know that he 
couldn't talk.  Although you can tell that he has some speech delays.  I 
agree with all that you have said, but my son also used the PEC Picture 
System and yes it did help his speech, but did not alter it.  It gave him 
confidence.  

Jonathan: Right.

Chantal: That's good.

Jonathan: I agree and I agree. Well done for being that advocate and for piecing it 
together.  

Chantal: Right.  And I would say that there are; you were talking about vision 
therapy and that seems to be helpful with many children and I would also; 
I know that you also talked about one person in particular.  It is important 



to try and find the right therapists for working with different types of 
therapies that we're talking about.  I'm sure there's other people besides 
Dr. Kaplan, but it's good to know.  That just makes me think about how it is 
important.  For example, when I was looking for different therapists for my 
son, I would look on the Internet, but I would talk to other parents who 
had used different therapists and I would also talk to other professionals 
who had sent children to different therapists and you kind of then sort of 
conclude, get an idea of where to get started.  Because sometimes I find 
that's its hard to decide who to go and see.

Jonathan: Yes.

Chantal: Because there are so many options.

Jonathan: Right.  For those of you who were able to write down some of the 
questions  I proposed that you ask service providers and people that are 
selling products.  If you ask some of those questions and then they can't 
give you an answer, as to who it works best for or who it doesn't or when 
you should do it, then you might want to find someone else.  So learning 
how to ask questions and definitely asking other parents as well.  

Chantal: Okay and I did want to ask you because I neglected to do so at the 
beginning of the program.  Could you please now give your website 
address and also can you tell me if those questions are listed on your 
website?  

Jonathan: Well, the website address is: www.imti.ca.  So that's the short for them 
acronym for Intensive Multi Treatment Intervention.  IMTI.ca here in 
Canada.  The four, the questions that I listed in the principles, are not 
written up there.  But if would be helpful for you listeners, I would be 
happy to write that up Chantal and I could send to you and perhaps you 
could post it on the webinar site.  Would that be useful?

Chantal: That would be useful.  

Jonathan: Sure.

http://www.imti.ca/


Chantal: That be great.  Okay.  Thank you so much and again at the end of the 
program I'll ask you to repeat your website once again.  Okay.  We have 
quite a few questions that have to do with bio-medical intervention, so I'm 
going to ask you a few of those.  

Annette in San Diego is asking, what is you take on the Methyl B12 shots?  
Have they been known to help in any kind of way?  Thank you for your 
time.

Jonathan: Okay, great.  And I think its the important disclaimer here that I'm not a 
medical doctor and so I'm obliged and don't give medical advice.  But if 
your asking for a personal opinion,  I really just say that there's been some 
really good research on the Methylcobalamin, the B12 shots and comparing 
also shots to creams, dermo creams and also to the nasal spray.  I worked 
with several doctors in Ontario, here.  One of them is a proponent of the 
needles and one of them is a proponent of the nasal spray.  They're both 
sort of among the two top you would want to go with.  I can tell you I've 
seen behavioral changes  in children who've been on the B12 shots.  Now 
here's the disclaimer and this is the important part I think of the multi-
treatment approach and that is the methylcobalamin fits in to a sort  of 
treatment protocol that again doctors have listed and worked out.  So, 
what you don't want to do is just rush out because you heard that 
someone, another child or a parent in a chat group said yes, it's when very 
helpful for me.  You want to work with a medical doctor who's familiar with 
using methylcobalamin in a larger protocol.  You want to do it at the right 
time and the right place in the treatment.  

Chantal: Right.  Now have you been trained as a DAN doctor or have you attended 
DAN training?

Jonathan: No and yes to your questions.

Chantal: You're not a medical physician.  

Jonathan: I'm not a medical doctor.  So, I haven't been trained as one.  I've attended 
four DAN conferences over the years, starting way, way back.  The last one 
I attended was in San Diego; out there on the west coast.  

Chantal: In my town.  In my town.



Jonathan: That's right. And before that was one in Washington and one in New 
Jersey.  I have attended quite a few and in San Diego I was invited to 
attend a physicians day, a physicians training.  I did sit in on that and 
listen, yup.

Chantal: Okay.  Here a, there's a couple of questions here that are really for 
medical physicians, that I do not feel comfortable asking you, but let's see. 
There's so many here.

Jonathan: I think I saw one.  I'm not sure Chantal.  I saw one on the list that was 
asking what do I think of the CFGF diet.  

Chantal: Oh yes, I was getting to that one.  Go right ahead.

Jonathan: Oh okay.  Can I just throw something out about that?  

Chantal: Oh, go right ahead.

Jonathan: Great.  Sort of personal opinions aside, I just want to say that this fits 
really nicely into our discussion about what to do and when.  The 
Casein/Gluten Free Diet, is this diet that's designed specifically to eliminate 
the protein in wheat and milk.  Right, the Casein and the Gluten.  So with 
the families I worked with, in conjunction with a doctor, and we can do 
some test, like a Peptide test, that tells us whether a child needs to have 
those eliminated.  So, I think the idea is not to just jump into something, 
this would be my opinion,  but to determine whether you're child needs it 
or not.  Now some professionals will say hey listen it won't hurt your child 
necessarily to try that, so why don't you just try that for a couple of 
months and see.  Where we get into a bit of a challenge with that 
approach is first of all, there's quite a bit of reports saying you need to do it 
for at least/close to a year to get some results.  So it's hard to try just for a 
couple of months to determine changes, although many parents have 
reported changes in a short time.  I think we also have to consider when 
we're eliminating foods and restricting a child diet, we have to make sure 
that they're getting the full range of nutrition possible.  But I definitely 
worked with parents who have had very good results with the diet.  And 
there are other diets like the Carbohydrate Diet, for example.  Which are 



appropriate for other children with other kinds of needs like a yeast 
infection for example.  The CFGF Diet would not address a yeast issue per 
say.  

Chantal: It's interesting you should say that about the CFGF Diet.  About how long it 
needs to be tried out for because I get different responses on that too.  
I've also have had practitioners tell me, oh just try it for a couple of 
months.  

Jonathan: Right.

Chantal: And you'll know.  I think that maybe the differences that, because I've also 
had people say you have to be on it for eight months. 

Jonathan: Right.

Chantal: I think that the differences that within the first couple of months you might 
see some changes in your child, which shows it might be beneficial to 
continue, but you don't really get rid of it in your system for eight months, 
I'm still not really sure about it.  So I wonder, somebody like me who wrote 
three books, can't figure it, it would really hard.  I have access to people to 
ask, but I get different answers from different professionals, myself.

Jonathan: Right.  I'm with you 100%.  And the conclusion I draw from that, because 
I'm also not a professional on the CFGF Diet, but had exposure to it 
through hundreds and hundreds of parents, the conclusion I draw is that 
the group of children and adults that we're attempting to help and work 
with is not a homogenistic group, in other words, they're not all the same.  
They all don't have the same symptoms or the same challenges.  There's 
such a wide, wide range.  If you almost imagine that we can take the 
whole population of people with autism and they could just fit into different 
subgroups.  Some kids will really respond to this diet and some won't. 

Some kids will respond to it early and some kids will  respond to it later, some 
kids not at all.  The question for a parent is, how do I know if this is right 
for my child and how long?  Those are the questions you need to be asking 
of the books that you're reading and other parents and doctors that you're 
working with.  Get into figuring out is this for my specific child even 
though, the child down the road, it really helped him.  



Chantal: Right.  Okay, here's a question from Krista in Syracuse and I know that part 
of this you may not be able to answer because you're not a medical 
physician, but I think there's parts of it you can shed some light on.  My 
son is now a teenager with Asperger's.  We have been unsuccessful with 
medications until a few years ago.  They sadly misdiagnosed him with Bi-
polar, ADHD for years and they would never recognize the autism 
syndrome I was seeing.  Is that common to mistake high function autism 
for these?  Why do doctors do that?    Then she mentioned some 
medications that her son is on and then she asked about the med combo.  
I don't think that's a question we can address here.  But do you have 
anything to say, because she has more questions, but do you have 
anything comments to make about the mistaken diagnosis?  

Jonathan: Well sure I do.  Yes.  From my experience I can only answer that it is 
common for higher functioning, especially teenagers, older children, people 
that have been, that are older let's say.  There are not four and five years 
old, but eleven, twelve, seventeen, eighteen, can have multi diagnoses.  
And comes about in part because parents are continuing to search for 
answers.  So you may visit more than one doctor.  A parent who has a child 
who's four years old has maybe seen one or two physicians.  If you child is 
seventeen or  eighteen, you may have been to six or seven different 
centers and eight different specialists.  So you're getting answers in part 
and they may be addressing actually, different parts of the spectrum of 
challenges your child has even though they're high functioning.  There's 
still a range.  The challenges can go in different domains.  From social to 
language to behavioral, so there's that piece.  I would throw out again, in 
terms of why do they do that? Or why does that happen?  One answer 
might be that the symptoms for autism are really quite, quite broad and so 
are other diagnoses as well, like Bi-polar or like Depression or like Manic, or 
like OCD (Obsessive Compulsive Disorder) or Attention Deficit Hyperactivity 
Disorder.  Each of those are also quite broad reaching.  And so there 
overlaps in terms of the symptoms.

Chantal: Right.

Jonathan: And so that's a common thing.

Chantal: We also need to remember that Asperger's Syndrome was actually not 
considered part of the diagnostic model until the mid 90”s.



Jonathan: Correct

Chantal: So many people, many professionals were that knowledgeable about it, 
recognizing it.  

Jonathan: Yup.

Chantal: That's the only thing that's really good about so many cases of autism now, 
Is that you hear so much about it, most people, most professionals have a 
better understanding and now they will typically look Asperger's sooner and 
not just misdiagnose as something else.  But its very in my travels and my 
conferences, in meeting people.  There are so many people out there in 
their twenties and thirties who were misdiagnosed as Bi-polar or 
Schizophrenic and only as adults are realizing that they have Asperger's.  
For them its a comfort because now they know here to go for strategies.

Jonathan: That's right.  There's a historical factor there.  And might I just throw out 
where the mother who asked the questions, you know, when someone's 
feeling a bit frustrated with the system there's definitely a group of people 
with Asperger's on the Internet, in chat rooms, talking and representing 
themselves for the autistic community, who in some ways are promoting 
the idea that autism and Asperger's can be, what they say in the medical 
field, comorbid with other challenges.  Meaning that you could have 
Asperger's and also have   depression, just like anyone else in the world. 

Chantal: Right.

Jonathan: Whereas in the past, we might just lump every, you know, the symptoms 
for a person with Asperger's all into just Asperger's and as a result we 
might look it primarily behaviorally and the person might not really get help 
for the depression they might have.  Now we can say, hey, you know, we 
can treat depression and that might be really helpful for that person.  So it 
may be beneficial sometimes to parse those pieces out, to separate them 
out.

Chantal: So, I'm going to continue with her questions or her comments.  He is 
functioning for the first time; conversing, smiling and trying to make 



relationships, but he still gets zoned out in his own world and does some 
odd things.  We also have him in counseling  bi-weekly and in an inclusion 
classroom setting at school.  He wants to work and I'm trying to apply so 
he can have a job coach.  What can I expect to see at this stage, as he is a 
teenager with Asperger's?       

 
Jonathan: I guess the question would be with regard to what?  Because this really 

Chantal: Well she was talking about his meds at one point.  What is the right type of 
medication combo, but that's something that really needs to be seen with a 
medical doctor.  But I guess it also means for now, he's starting to function 
for the first time now that he has these meds and he's conversing and 
smiling and trying to make relationships.  But how does she move him 
forward from that or what should she be expecting to see as more 
improvements?  

Jonathan: Right, yeah, um. 

Chantal: What can you (inaudible) with someone with Asperger's?

Jonathan: Well, well, when I talk to parents about sort of future possibilities and 
hope, I really encourage them to continue to have lots of hope.  That the 
sort of the age barrier that I think again was sort of historically set-up at 
about age five, this magic line that if you don't get language and if you 
don't get socialization by age five, there's not as much hope.  That's really 
being a faded away and dissolved as we learn more and more about the 
brain and it's plasticity and our ability to change and grow over a lifespan.  
And certainly a person with Asperger's is not preset informed by the time 
they're a teenager.  There's lots of development, lots of growth.  A Chantal, 
you could probably speak to that as well. 

Chantal: Right.

Jonathan: You've written extensively about this idea of development for a higher 
functioning teenager.  What I would say from my prospective though is 
when a child or a young adult is of that age, our focus does really become 
on independent self help skills, getting a job, so on and so forth.  And in 
this particular case where language or attempted language interaction is 



just starting to blossom and bubble, I would say to not overlook play 
therapy type of approach.  It's going to need to be upgraded at a level 
that's mature and fits in, but when I say play, that can include recreation, 
going for bike rides, learning how to play billiards.  In other words, having 
fun and not making life an interaction therapy.  All about having to really 
grow up and be an adult.  I think there's a balance there.

Chantal: There's a lot of things I mentioned in my book, Adolescents on the Autism 
Spectrum.  But I would also suggest to this parent now the she knows he 
has Asperger's, to look at what's out there.  And there's a really book for 
helping with success at school on an emotional level, an organizational 
level, because that's an area where many have difficulties with.  Also with 
the social area and that's called Asperger's Syndrome and Adolescents – 
Practical Solutions for School Success and that's by Brenda Smith Myles.  

Jonathan: Great. Good recommendation.  He may also benefit from, if he can get 
on line and surf a little bit, he may be benefit from becoming involved in 
some of the chat groups that are out there, of other people...

Chantal: Right.  I would suggest GRASP.  GRASP is a very good non-profit 
organization which does advocacy and self advocacy for people on the 
Autism Spectrum.

Jonathan: Right.

Chantal: 50% of the people on the board are on the spectrum.  I would also suggest 
that one area, which could be very helpful, is cognitive therapy.  So in other 
words, besides learning what's right and wrong, it's really about making 
those decisions about what is right and wrong.  How to figure out, to 
taking responsibility for your actions and for what's happening next.  So 
that book that I mentioned by Brenda Smith Myles and also, I'm not trying 
to push my book, really it is a general book on adolescents and autism.  
And there aren't that many out there.  That may be able to help this 
Mother.  

Jonathan: I think that's great.  I wanna throw, to squeeze in, I really want to stress 
that that person needs to have fun interactions with people



Chantal: Right.

Jonathan: If your, if your teenager with Asperger's is interacting with lots of therapists 
trying to get his stuff together with him and he doesn't have really fun 
social experiences, that's not great either.  So have a balance.

Chantal: Okay.  Well I have a funny story about that.  My son Jeremy is twenty and 
he doesn't have Asperger's.  He has a little bit of verbal, but he 
communicates by typing, okay.  And he's been really on the topic of 
wanting a girlfriend and wanting more friends.  And so we're, he goes to 
see a therapist every other week now because it's like, I kind of, I know he 
needs a girlfriend, but I'm okay let's go out to the store and get one. 
(laughter).  He really has to develop his relationship skills, but I feel at his 
age, twenty, it's not Mom who's going to be out there with him all the time. 
And so the therapist is working with him and everyone that's around 
Jeremy is working on the fact that he has to develop more communication 
skills.  Take more initiative and also to practice relationship skills and so the 
therapist brought up the idea of finding different places for him to go to 
practice or to meet people.  So we're thinking of volunteer groups like 
Clean Up the Beach and then she brings up church and we haven't been 
going to church for sometime.  And she brought that up among other 
things.  Jeremy opted for church and I thought I was going to get to go out 
and hang out at some bars or pubs (laughter).  So now I have to go to 
church (laughter).

Jonathan: Good, well and it's important you know to follow his lead on this one.  

Chantal: Exactly.  And I guess it will be good for my soul too.

Jonathan: That's right.  (laughter)

Chantal: Okay.  Here is a question from Diana Alvarado in Madeira, California.  
Should a parent continue to heal their child naturally vs. the expense bio-
medical way if they high improvements in their child, even though doctors 
still do not believe in naturally healing of the guts.  Example: Oil of oregano 
kills yeast and bacterias.  Cilantro chelates mercury without side effects. 
Licorice root extract helps with anxiety and stress.  Noni juice or Acai juice 
are very high in antioxidants and are great perk for the Indian system.  Any 
comments?



Jonathan: Wow.  Sounds like a list that some people could follow.  In the program 
that I run with families, we do both, working with a medical doctor, 
following primarily the DAN protocol, but there may be other things 
outside, besides that a medical doctor might address.  And also what's 
considered complimentary alternative medicines.  I think you sort of 
answered you own question when you said, should a parent consider 
switching or changing if they're seeing really, really good results.  I think if 
you're getting great results, you should probably stick with that.  Having 
said that, there may be some pieces that the complimentary, alternative 
medicine are not able to address.  Methylcobalamin would be an example 
of one  you can't get in a health food store and you do need to do under 
medical supervision.  And it seems to be an important piece of the puzzle 
for some children.  So, again I don't think that the medical community has 
at it's finger tips, everything that may be required, but neither does 
complimentary medicine.  With those other things that she had listed in
the e-mail there,  I do strongly recommend that parents, don't straight 
take those kinds of protocols under their own direction.  In other words, 
work with someone who has had training in nutrition or natural therapy, 
like a naturopathic doctor or a home optimist.  People who have been 
trained and hopefully have certifications or state certified.  Because even 
though it might be oil of oregano, you want to be sure you're getting the 
right dosages and things like that.  So I think it's important to work with a 
professional on that.

Chantal: That sounds very smart.  Okay.  Here's Kristin Anderson from Upton, 
Massachusetts.  My twelve year old son has PDD-NOS.  There's a lot of 
questions in here so let's see if there's some of them we can answer.  His 
working memory and processing speeds are very low on neuropsych test 
and of course effect what he does in school.  Are there any treatments to 
support both of these?  Do many ASD and learning disabled children have 
difficulty laying down myelin?  What is the research saying?  Also my son 
was tested for mercury levels and was found to have overly high levels.  
I'm going to stop there because it continues some more, but if you.  And 
I'll continue.  Do you have anything to say about what she said so far?

Jonathan: Ah, sort of servicey.  She's referring to important research where they're 
looking at brain development.  The Myelin Sheath, in some circles related 
to diet, in terms of certain oils and fats that your absorbing and may or 
may not be processing in your body.  In other cases, some geneticists 
believe that you may be predisposed to not being able to lay down that 



Myelin Sheath, though it's a bit thinner or thicker.  In a behavioral sense, 
the behaviorists and the behavioral physiologist would believe that your 
Myelin Sheath can grow, there's been quite a bit of research on this, based 
on input.  In other words, if I do a puzzle ten times or I do a puzzle 
twenty-five times, the neuro circuity and pathway that's making it happen 
is going to get thicker in terms of its circumference and I do it more.  Yes, 
you can lay down Myelin Sheath by input.  So that's sort of what I would 
say.  In terms of measuring in your body and in the brain, something very 
difficult, I don't work on that end so much.  Again really, I'm a treatment 
specialist.  So I sort of say, what are your child's challenges?  What are his 
strengths?  And how can we go forward and make new pathways, if you 
will, moving forward?  Are there other questions there?

Chantal: Yes, there are.  She says so her son has recently tested for mercury levels, 
so overly high levels.  The PCP practices, integrated medicine and it's 
preparing my son for chelation.  Will chelation increase processing speed or 
working memory?  His doctor suspects that his mercury levels are too 
high due to the ridiculous number of shots containing thermisol  given to 
him as an infant.  He was born in '97.  Have there been any new updates 
on the more reasonable vaccinations scheduled for children?  

Jonathan: Hmmm.  Sounds like a question.  This one should go to a DAN Conference 
(laughter)

Chantal: Right.   

Jonathan: I think its the....

Chantal: Do you have just an answer at all about the chelation? Helping

Jonathan: Ah, in   

Chantal: You know anything about that?  About helping processing speed or working 
memory?

Jonathan: Sure.  Yeah, not from a scientific basis, but anecdotally I worked with about 
half a dozen children in the last two or three years that have chelation.  ID 



chelation actually and I've seen cognitive function, both in memory and 
also in language skills improve quite a bit.  The problem is, it was not a 
scientific study, so the children were also having other therapies.  It's hard 
to say if it was just chelation, but that was something we added when we 
saw some pretty nice improvement there.  I would just say that I hope that 
this person is, it sounds like she working with a doctor.  But chelation, it 
you do do it, there's certain precursors that have to, and you have to take 
some test and the body, make sure the body is strong enough and ready.  
Check out the liver and so on and so forth, but hopefully the doctor is 
taking care of that.  

Chantal: Okay, here's Sheila Flattery from Jacksonville.  Can an adult or teenagers 
still benefit from ABA therapy, music therapy, oratory integration therapy?  
How beneficial is vision therapy and oratory therapies?  Are these research 
studies or evidence based studies supporting these therapies?   And what 
about hyperbaric chamber?  Are there studies on that as well?

Jonathan: Wow! Excellent questions and lots of them.  That's exciting.  First on all, 
yes.  Adults can respond very well to different kinds of therapies and 
treatments.  And let me just add, I think, first of all when you're working 
with an adult, especially if they're a higher functioning adult, it's very 
important that they are participatory and happy.  With a three or four year 
old, it's easier to kind of do the therapy on the child or they don't have as 
much choice in it necessarily.  But if someone has their independence and 
they're making some of the choices, make sure you include them in that 
decision process.  They don't feel it's happening to them, but with them.  I 
want to say that right of the bat.  The other thing I'd say is, I worked with 
two families in the past year with an older adult, people with autism in 
there family and really a lot of the work to be done was with the caregivers 
around, let's say, surrounding and supporting that person.  And beginning 
first of all with helping that community of caregivers, including parents and 
friends and caregivers, to really check into their own beliefs and their own, 
sort of, vision of this person.  The people helping this adult believe change 
is possible, so that their own behaviors and their own cheering and 
acknowledgment and the actions that they might take is really supporting 
the change.  I just want to say that upfront.  In terms of those particular 
ones you mentioned, you mentioned hyperbaric, you mentioned music and 
oratory

Chantal: Oratory 



Jonathan: Oratory training and visual.  Each of those again, ah, can be helpful for 
sure.  In terms of a multi treatment approach, I'm gonna recommend each 
of those addressing specific different challenges and you wanna make sure 
that the person that you're thinking of using them with needs those.  So I 
would just try them because you might of heard that they work or that 
there's some research for them.  You wanna make sure that they are 
appropriate for this particular individuals challenges and needs.  And how 
you should assess that is reading the literature, as you're doing and talking 
to those service providers and the people doing that.  Would this fit with 
my child?  Or for my brother or sister, the adult that you're working on?  
Really make sure that it is suitable for them.  

Chantal: Yeah, and I would have to say, because my son is twenty, and there are a 
lot of things, because of his age and because of when therapies were 
developed, that we didn't get to try until he was older.  And again I only 
tried the things that made sense for him.  But I always thought my son was 
visually processing well because he was always staring at things and it 
wasn't until many, many years later that I realized he was using it for 
stimming.  We tried the oratory integration therapy with him when he was 
five, because he wasn't responding.  And after two or three days of the 
therapy, he started responding to sounds and I'm not saying this is going to 
happen to all the kids, but its about how you can analyze what can help or 
not.  Now that Jeremy can write, he tells me why he did what he did and 
what was helpful and why.  

Jonathan: Right.

Chantal: And so it's really interesting and he's actually put it all down and I think he 
has to publish it somewhere, just so parents... Because I think that's the 
hardest thing when you're a parent of a non-verbal child 

Jonathan: Yup.

Chantal: Because it's really, even if you are observant, to read a child and figure out 
whether they're getting something or not, or how they're using their vision. 
In fact, Jeremy just started vision therapy over the last year and we really 
thought he couldn't read.  We knew he could read or at least see letters to 
a certain extent, because he could pick things out and he could type.  But 
we didn't know if he could read like a page.  So now he's, we just tried 
certain things with him and we realize now that if we put the pages open in 



front of him and we don't read it to him and then we ask some questions, 
and these are pages or stories I haven't read, the support person has not 
read, he can answer questions and when we look, they're the correct 
answers, so....

Jonathan: Chantal, you're bringing something that's really, really important for this 
person to hear.  A- it's possible for change to occur

Chantal: Right.

Jonathan: In a teenager or adult.  And the second thing I wanted to throw out, that 
your story really illustrates nicely, is that the treatment map or the map 
that you're kind of following and trying to figure out, evolves.  And it 
evolves as each new sort of strength and then challenge unfolds and 
becomes apparent.  Sometimes that doesn't happen until you clear up one 
issue.  Ah, this is a really quick example of a boy I was working with, 
seven years old last year.  Very, very hyperactive, very hyperactive, 
wouldn't sit still, so one of the first issues we worked on was that 
hyperactivity and we addressed it through both bio-medical, as well as, 
playroom therapy – play therapy approach, to begin with.  Once we gone 
into that third phase on the IMTI Program where we get into some 
structured learning and we sat down and started reading, similar to your 
story with your son, Chantal, we realized, it was very apparent, that he had 
dyslexia.  He was starting to write letters in reverse.  He was reading things 
in reverse.  But we didn't know that.  It wasn't apparent when he wasn't 
able to sit down and focus.  So once he was sitting down and we had 
cleared up some bio-medical issues, and he was more focused to them, 
then oh wow, hey look, there's this other piece that we can now start to 
address.  To the person who wrote in, what do you think of this, this and 
this, I would also recommend choosing one of them to begin with, seeing 
what happens with that, then seeing what that clears up and what issues 
are left after that.  

Chantal: Okay, here's a question from Slotti in New Delhi.  Can you please elaborate 
on VBA, which is verbal

Jonathan: Verbal Behavioral



Chantal: Correct.  In context of high functioning children with autism or PDD-NOS?  
I guess, what does that look like?  And how can it be (inaudible)

Jonathan: Right

Chantal: Do you have any comments?

Jonathan: Pretty broad, broad question.  I wanna sort of ask questions about well 
again whether it's a child or an adult?  What sort of challenges are there?  
What are you wanting to achieve with that particular person?  Definitely, 
for example, Vince Carbone is a well known, sort of Verbal Behavioral 
Approach, and there are other out there and can be very, very useful.  My 
particular feeling on language acquisition, language development, is that 
it's got to be fun.  And it has to be functional, but also can be silly and 
playful as well.  So if language is taught in a very, very pedantic, dry, not so 
fun, but kind of in the gym, training, working hard way, it may not flower 
and blossom to its potential.  That's my experience.  So   if you go for a 
verbal behavioral approach, definitely there's pluses and strengths in terms 
of really identifying stages and steps and very clear goals in really 
measurable units which is excellent and very good at creating 
conditionalities and setting up behavioral systems, so the child is 
motivated.  But really find a therapist and methodology, a person who's 
actually doing it.  Who's very personable and can relate really well to the 
child you're thinking of.  I like to embed verbal behavioral therapy and 
different kinds of language approaches within play strategies within going 
out strategies.  For example, you could go out and do some outdoor 
recreation and still be working on language.  So it doesn't have to be 
restricted to sitting at a table across from each other, just working on 
words.  Although again, for some children, isolating movements and 
isolating other distractions can sometimes be very, very  helpful.  To just 
focused on mouth movement and producing language.  So we need to do 
an assessment on that particular individual and see if this therapy is right 
for them.  

Chantal: Great.  Here's a really good question.  I think many people have the same 
type of problem.  This is Michelle Wolfson in Carlsbad.  Do you have any 
suggestions for a child who learns very quickly with ABA, that's Applied 
Behavior Analysis, but has trouble generalizing?  



Jonathan: Sure, yeah.  Generalizing.  First of all when we think about generalizing, 
and I'm sure this Mom is already aware of this, includes generalizing to 
different across environments and also across people.  And I would suggest 
also across a range of people, meaning different ages and to peers and 
adults.  Then ultimately to different situations that are related but not 
exactly the same, so you're able to generalize out to different situations.  
So that's the first thing, just to kind of recognize that it's just not to do it in 
the den and also at the kitchen table, but we want to go much broader 
than that, that's the first thing.  In terms of how to actually do it, I would 
say in the first instance, in the first instance, to make the trial of the ABA 
more varied which is kind of opposite to how ABA is often applied.  
(laughter).  You're talking about a bit of a reconstruction of the ABA model 
and I'll tell you in the IMTI program, we have a thing called a TILS.  It's an 
acronym for a certain type of trial, a Therapists Initiated Learning 
Segment.  It's like a behavioral trail, except a couple of things that I don't 
do.  I don't prescribe the instructions.  So where, and I'm saying this, so is 
an important feature I'm trying to generalize.  Where's in a really strict ABA 
program, each therapists is sort of scripted to give the same verbal 
instruction.  I allow the therapists I work with to say different words, 
maybe phrase the instruction in a different way, but they're getting to the 
same point.  But I have to say, I haven't with a child with autism yet who 
can function under those conditions.  In other words, I don't believe a child 
with autism need to have the exact same instruction given, otherwise they 
won't be able to do it.  So that's just one example of shifting things up a 
little bit.  Maybe where the therapists sits, the voice tone that they use.  
Those are examples of how you can begin to generalize pretty quickly.  

Chantal: Yeah, I would make one suggestion that kind of makes it easy for a parent 
to remember this rule or even a teacher, is how I had found generalization 
to be the most useful and different people that I know, is to start with 
changing only one thing at a time.  Especially if he's doing well at ABA, but 
he's having a hard time generalizing.  So for example, you're changing the 
tone of the voice, you don't change the different kinds of stimuli you're 
using in front of him.  You change on thing at a time, until you can change 
two.  If it is a different person doing the work with the child, you keep the 
same kind of tone in your voice and use the same stimuli until they're use 
to that and then you change it.  Do you see what I mean.  Changing one 
thing at a time, then making it more and more difficult.  Because 
sometimes that's where kids fall back if they're having;  if people say, “oh 
someone is doing really well at ABA and fully expect them to all of a 
sudden to generalize to everything at once, that's sometimes is what 
creates the problem.  But changing one thing at a time, which is what you 
were suggesting, but I just kind of said it in one sentence, so kind of, 



people remember in their minds like change one thing at a time to begin 
with.  (chuckle)

Jonathan: Right. It's a very good point you're making.  Let me throw a slightly 
different model as well that you can do in addition to what Chantal is 
suggesting and what I suggested.  And that is from, this is right out of 
Developmental Psychology and Educational Psychology Research.  And that 
is that when you watch in your typical child, how kids typical kind of 
generalize principles in their lives, whether its behavior or social, they do it 
through their curiosity and exploration.  A good example of this is a baby 
that's crawling around, picking different things up and dropping it or rolling 
it or spilling things.  And they're exploring the properties of the world, 
essentially.  And they do this socially too.  They giggle and smile and reach 
out to their Mommy's nose and then they might try the same thing with 
their Daddy.  And they might try the same thing with Uncle Bill.  They may 
get different responses and they're learning about generalizing and, and, 
and the different reactions they can get.  In an IBI program (laughter), 
ABA program, if there's not time let's say for, I'm going to call it, free play, 
free exploration, where there's not rules, there's not guidelines, there's not 
ways you have to do something, just have more creation, imagination and 
play, that generalization may be a little bit slower.  That's why I was saying 
I like to mix and blend programs together.  So we might sit down at the 
table.  We might practice the “hello” script.  Hi, my name is Jonathan and 
what's your name?  And we might practice that a little bit in a really 
focused, trial way.  And then I might a game where ten minutes later and 
its free play and we might use puppets And with those puppets we might 
rehearse that script, but I allow now for much more variation.  I don't 
expect the child to have to stick to they strip.  But if goes off on just saying 
“hello, hello, hello, hello” , then I might respond accordingly.  So now I feel 
he's playing around with it.  Testing and pushing the boundaries around 
that to see, well what happens if I say “hello, hello, hello, hello”.  In a trial I 
would have to correct the child.  In play, I can play with it and we can go 
(inaudible).

Chantal: That's great! That's great.  Okay, this is from Lavada Robinson in Roanoke, 
Virginia.  How many families do you know that have benefited from the 
combination of ABA, speech, OT, PT and bio-medical interventions?  We 
have had huge success with our daughter but had to stop due to the cost 
of all of it.  



Jonathan: Right.  My answer is in terms of the IMTI Program, 100% success.  
Families, because all of the families I work with are combining each of 
those that you mentioned and often times others, so that's the first thing.  
Having said that, I have worked with families who may only do two of 
those or three of those.  Again, it depends on the child's needs and you 
need to look at that.  But I'd say most children with autism can really 
benefit for the ones that were listed in there.  In terms of the cost, 
absolutely.  Depending on what state you're in, depending on what country 
as well, since I'm speaking from Canada, different resources are available 
to you.  And it really does seem like it is a huge burden on families to have 
to pull all of this kind of stuff together.  I want to throw out an idea for 
families listening, who are thinking, yes, that's right, it is a burden and how 
do we manage it.  It's something I mentioned very early in our discussion 
this evening and that is, I mentioned something about a speech to 
language pathologist.  And as a parent, making sure you're included in that 
therapy in some way.  That you can listen in or watch or may get the video 
recorded, then you can see it later.  Make sure that you have a consultation 
with that speech and language therapist, so that you can go home and 
implement it.  And what I'm (inaudible) about is not to add an extra burden 
that the parent has to become the therapist, because you need time, down 
time too, but you are with your child a lot of the time.  Whether it's taxiing 
them back and forth, putting them to bed or bath time or dinner time.  And 
if you can use some of these strategies and you can do one or two of the 
exercises in the home, you may find that: A – the treatment effect really 
speeds up.  There's consistency across environments and the child is being 
exposed to more of it across individuals.  You may also find that you can 
teach other therapists to do it to.  So for example, you might be talking to 
behavioral therapists and say “hey you know what, this speech and 
language therapist told me this thing.  I wonder if you could be doing 
that?”  So now all of a sudden you have four people all really helping him 
do the tongue thrust to get the “T” clearer, instead of just that once an 
hour in the week.  So you almost become a conduit for generalizing that to 
different therapists, in a way.  

Chantal: And a, these questions are kind of general, but I want to ask them because 
they're from Marra in Cairo and I really try to help those people out in 
those countries that really do not have very much of anything to guide 
them.  What about home schooling?  i.e. the parents controlling 
treatments. That's her first question.  And the second one, what about 
hyperbaric oxygen therapy to an autistic infant who's two years old. 



Jonathan: You know, ah, let's address the first one and I'm going to leave the second 
one because it really does get into a medical issue.  Even though 
hyperbaric therapy is seen as a (inaudible).  Turns out hyperbaric chambers 
are used throughout North America in a variety of ways in hospitals.  
Because you're talking about an infant especially, I think you really need to 
talk with a doctor and I'm not going to give an opinion on that one.  

In terms of home-based programming, I'm a big fan of home-based 
programming with a big but however.  And it comes back to the discussion 
we were just talking about, resources.  I think it's so important, so 
important.  Chantal, I know in your writings and also your experiences as a 
Mom, that you would agree with this.  It's so important the that Mom and 
the Dad and if there's siblings, that it's manageable what you are taking 
on.  Again, there's so many treatments, so many professionals say, try this 
and do that, that Moms and Dads too, get burned out or they get stressed 
out or overwhelmed.  When that happens, then there's more tension in the 
house, maybe a shorter fuse, less patience. And it doesn't feel good for the 
child.  It certainly doesn't create a healing environment.  So if you're gonna 
run a home-based program, make sure it's designed in a way that's 
sustainable for Mom and Dad and the siblings.  Make sure it's not going to 
be a huge,huge strain on your finances, on the other kids in the house and 
so on and so forth.  Because otherwise that environment is not going to be 
healing.  Some of the bonuses and the pluses, since you're asking, to a 
home-based program is obviously, first of all, control.  Moms are often, we 
all  have heard of the “Dr. Mom”.  You're gonna have to learn a lot.  Moms 
often play that role of  again, advocate of learning, of facilitating and 
coordinating a lot of the programming.  So,  if it's in your home, you're 
doing it already outside.  When you bring it into your home, you're that 
much more in control often.  You can bring in experts and I would 
recommend that you don't isolate yourself in the home and pick one model. 
I think this is the problem with home  programming.  People may pick just 
one type of play therapy approach or just one kind of ABA  or behavioral 
approach and since I'm advocating sort of mixing and multi treatment 
model.  When you're in your home environment, there's a tenacity to be 
somewhat isolated and working within one system.  So keep open to other 
people giving you input and bringing it in. 

Chantal: Those are good comments.  And I don't know what this person's, what this 
parent situation is in Cairo.  I just know from myself having lived overseas 
with Jeremy, that at one point, I had to run a home program and it wasn't 
because, I mean I really had to.  I was in a situation where there was 
nothing for my son.  So the positive aspects of that, was in fact that I did 
get to learn about how my son learns and I got to do a lot of generalizing 



with him because I knew how he was learning and was able to use it in 
different environments.  

Jonathan: Right.

Chantal: It was a lot of work and also I have to say that earlier when I lived in the 
United States, I use to work with adolescents with autism and I (inaudible)

Jonathan: You had some experience

Chantal: I had some experience  

Jonathan: Right

Chantal: Of course I had none of the, I didn't have the wealth of knowledge that I 
now have, but I still had something to start with.  And I do appreciate 
everything that Jonathan has said about the stress and making sure that 
you're taking on something that you can.  If you're living in a country or in 
a place where you really feel that you have no options,  the positive aspect 
is that you will feel some fulfillment from seeing some growth in your child 
learning.  I would like to also say that just make sure you're only doing 
what you can do.  Because if you do put yourself up to trying to fulfill 
certain quotas of like I have to do forty hours of ABA myself or I have to 
find people and I can't afford to pay them.

Jonathan: Right

Chantal: Some is better than none.  

Jonathan: Yep, yep.  Definitely do that.

Chantal: Do a little help instead of a lot, but not well and stressed out.



Jonathan: Yep, so one of the sort of things, exercises, I do with the families is asking 
the questions.  Kind of like a resources inventory.  Let's list what are your 
financial resources.  What are your time resources?  Do you work full time 
or part time or you don't? What are your family support resources?  Who's 
around to support you?  What are your professional resources?  And kind of 
listing though, this is for the person in Cairo, this might be a nice exercise 
for you to do.  Kind of writing those down and taking a bit of an inventory 
and sitting back and saying “do I have the resources around me that I 
could feel comfortable and doable to do that?”  I'm just going to throw one 
other thing in terms of, there may be some parents listening or even 
professionals thinking, but what about socialization? Because this is one of 
the counter arguments to home-based programming.

Chantal: Right.  That's true.

Jonathan: So I kinda, I'm going to ask a question that some of you might be thinking. 
In the IMTI Program, again, we sort of do it in phases to try and 
accommodate both of those prospectives.  So we start almost all of the 
programs that I run begin in the home.  Because it's a highly controlled, an 
environment we can control and we can determine who's coming in and 
who's going out and what the setup is.  But as the child develops and 
becomes more social, perhaps develop some language, acquires some 
behavioral skills and then we start to integrate some peers and play-dates 
and ultimately transition to a school environment.  So there's that sort of 
phase it approach, if you will.  

So what I wanted to throw out is for those people who have read that 
socializing is obviously a core deficit in autism and the way to do that is to 
is to go and be placed with lots of other children or young adults.  I would 
just suggest that the research really shows that a child can benefit from 
socialization and peer groups and playing.  Once they a couple of behaviors 
in place, like when eye contact is a little bit better.  The ability to imitate.  
They have some language or play ability, they can benefit that much more 
from being around other children.  But if you're talking about a child who's 
severely autistic or who is really very limited in their social skills, no 
imitation, very little eye contact, close to no language, then I would 
recommend that a more intensive one on one adult lead, home or center 
program, it's probably going to be best to begin with.  Some things to 
consider.

Chantal: Okay, here's a comment from someone who's writing in.  Mikey from 
Westbury, New York.  Overall, I agree with the multi treatment intervention 



process.  I work with various aged, developmentally delayed children who 
are diagnosed TDD-NOS autistic.  Some of these children that I see are 
using different strategies to aid in reaching their full potential, not just ABA 
techniques.  The children who have this well rounded educational program 
seem to better generalize things that was learned one on one.  I also 
believe there should be a strong school at home collaboration.  It has been 
key to helping reach my student's IEP goals and generalize things well in 
school and home.  

Jonathan: I agree with him 100%.  There is a great report put out years ago in the 
States that there was a huge study, Longitudinal Study.  It's been going on; 
it continues to go on, but when I read their latest release, it was about 
twenty years into it.  And they were following children with special needs in 
their families.  And one of the interesting, the data that came out of it was 
that the children whose parents had been rated as the most involved with 
school, they were sort of the strongest advocates, going in and asking the 
teachers for information and really making sure they are involved, their 
children were the ones most likely to: A – get a job placement and B – 
have success in the job.  And it was just a very interesting sort of fact that 
you might not otherwise think about.  

Chantal: Right

Jonathan: So there seems to be a strong correlation between parent involvement in 
the school and future, predication of future success.  And my only sort of 
caution to that, well the researchers found that is, there's many Moms and 
parents who are simply not in a position   to do that.  Single parents, low 
income parents, parents who may have more than one child with special 
needs in the house and so on and so forth.  So I think along with that 
research we can take that under advisement.  But then our world as 
professionals is to really figure out how can we make those connections 
happen between home and school or home and other therapists.  When I 
was doing work, I just want to throw this out, in doing work at the Harvard 
Graduate School of Education, I worked on a program that was called FINE. 
There's an Internet site FINE and it was looking at the research on this 
issue and one of the big conclusions that came to us was that schools and 
teachers and guidance counselors and Special Ed teachers really needed to 
be the ones reaching out and empowering the parents and inviting them.  
Maybe making phone calls home or doing whatever they can to really 
encourage parents to get involved.  Finding ways that they can get the 
information they need so that there can be a collaboration back at home.



Chantal: Very good.  I'm going to ask you a question here because a couple of 
people have asked questions on this topic.  One of my favorite topics, 
though I wish it weren't now that my son is twenty, but unfortunately I still 
have lots to learn on this topic.  This is from a Lavada Robinson in Virginia. 
How do you recommend parent and caregivers approach toileting with 
severely autistic children?  And this person, this parent is asking because 
she says there are many methods and we aren't sure how to approach this 
with four year old. So it's her four year old who's severely autistic.   

Jonathan: Right.  And the last thing that was mentioned, there's many methods?  
That's one of the challenges.  Again, how do you decide?  Well I can throw 
out my method, if you will?  So I don't know if that'll give you yet another 
one to decide between?  But here's some issues to think about.  The first 
thing again I'm going to go back to is, I wanna consider  bio-medical first.  
Certainly with many children with autism, autism seems to be correlated or 
at least many children in the population do have kind of gut issues whether 
its constipation, or inflammation of the gut, bloating, that kind of thing.  So 
if this four year old little guy is having some constipation or diarrhea  or 
bloating or gas, I would try and resolve those issues and heal them up 
through a bio-medical intervention, even before I begin toilet training.  And 
the reason why is because if the child on the one hand is having any pain 
passing his stool or internally, it's not likely you're going to get cooperation 
or consistency on the toileting.  And so I try not to get into a tug of war 
and put a lot of effort in the behavior of toileting until I resolved that.  So 
that is where I would begin.  If I felt I had resolved that issue and my child 
is fairly regular and doesn't seem to be having any pain with passing his 
stool or urinating or going to the washroom.  The next thing I wanna do is 
make the toilet and the washroom area a place where and these are the 
two important things: the child has control.  So it's not an area where the 
child goes, he's forced to sit on the toilet or he's forced to go through a 
certain routine.  So I wanna make sure he has control.  That its a user 
friendly environment.  And secondly, it's a place that's associated with 
toileting.  And I say that, that might sound funny for us adults who 
associate going to the washroom with the toilet.  But I'll give you an 
example, I was working just this last weekend, on Sunday, with a family.  
We were doing this exact talk and I asked them where to you change the 
child's diaper?  And the father said, pretty much wherever I am when I to 
need change him.  That could be in the living room or up in the bedroom.  
We also have a diaper change table. And some of the therapists are 
changing the child up in the playroom where he's being worked in.  I said 
okay, so he doesn't associate necessarily the washroom and the toilet.



Chantal: That's a good point.   

Jonathan: Toileting.  Yeah.  So I said from now on, whenever he knows you have to 
change his diaper, unless it's super messy and you have go right then and 
there, sometimes you do.  But 99% of the time you can scoop him up or 
walk him or herd him over to the toilet and just do the diaper changing 
process right beside the toilet.  So to facilitate that you may need to have a 
mat, a yoga mat or like a mat you can just roll out there.  I'd say to have 
all of your wet-wipes, your toilet paper and anything you need, the creams 
if you have them , all in a bathroom.  And if you have a couple of different 
bathrooms, that's okay.  Try and have a stock of those things in each one 
and do what you have to do in the bathroom.  That's step one.  You go 
there and just keep doing that.  Now, as you do it, I'm going to say a 
couple of other things.  Because this is an important issue for lots of 
people.  But I'm gonna say a couple of things.  The second thing is how 
you respond and react and talk to about what's happening.  So talking 
about attitude towards the washroom  and I'm saying this because I have 
observed many, many parents, almost in jest and fun sometimes, do things 
like changing a diaper and the child's right there and we might go “woo, 
that's a poopy diaper” or “that's a stinky one” or “yucky, yucky, poopoo” 
and we kind of move it over there.  We're sort of communicating with our 
child and interacting, but I think the message the child may get even 
though we're being a bit playful is “oh, this isn't something that Mommy 
and Daddy are really happy about and it's something they're getting rid of 
really fast and something they don't want me to kind of touch or be aware 
of so much” and so I may be closing down lines of communication.  In 
other words, I want to teach even a child who's four and I know that they 
said that he's very autistic, but I want to let him know that if he needs to 
go poop or pee and has that feeling, he can come to me.  So the 
presentation I'd be doing is I'm there, the child is only the floor, I'm taking 
off his diaper and starting to change it and I'm looking at him, even if he's 
not looking at me, but he's there, hopefully listening and my voice is calm 
and maybe even a bit enthusiastic and I might say something like “hey, you 
did a poop.  That's a good boy.  Pooping is good for you.”   Because 
pooping is good for him.  It's good that he's eliminating in that way.  So I 
want to give him the message, I'm excited he made a poop.  I'm happy 
we're here together and I'm going to help him. And by doing that, what I 
find in my work is that children more and more have signals more 
frequently, whether it's touching his diaper or they move towards the door 
to go to the bathroom.  They may even start taking their parent over there, 
which is obviously a huge step.  So your attitude is really important.  Okay 



next, just a couple of steps.  So you're changing the diaper.  What I do 
next with the child laying there is I actually empty the contents into the 
toilet.  That's one of the reasons why you're right there. 

Chantal: Oh, very good.

Jonathan: You're making an association.  A visual, behavioral association that this is 
where the stuff goes.  Now if its a stool, a bowel movement that can be 
gone, let it go right into the toilet.  A pee diaper, that's okay. You can kinda 
pretend.  Hold it up, shake it a little bit, so again you're making the 
association, this is where it goes into the toilet.  Now there's another bonus 
to that.  And that is, once you've wiped your child, pull up his pants and 
he's there, then you get to flush.  And some children will flush. Some 
children are excited to do it.  And now you have some content that he's 
really flushing, including some of the toilet paper  you may put into the 
toilet.  Which is a step.  Some parents use wet wipes which is fine, but I 
encourage them to use some toilet paper first.  Even if it's once or twice, so 
that the child can see you taking the toilet paper off of the roll, wiping his 
bum and then putting it into the toilet, then letting him flush it and then 
use the wet wipes to clean up.  But at least he's getting those steps.  So 
flushing, even for a child who's very autistic, he'd want to do and try.  
Again, I wouldn't force him.  Wouldn't take his hand over hand and force 
him, because then he's not having control in the situation.  When we're 
talking about eating issues; when we're talking about toileting issues, it's 
really, really important that what you're doing is empowering the child to 
take control of his own body because he's the only one in the end that can 
do a poop on the toilet.  You can't force that.  So you're trying to 
encourage him to take control rather than forcing him through a routine 
that might be uncomfortable for him.  So we do the flush and the 
celebration and hopefully with that routine, we start moving towards, 
there's a lot more to it than that, but those are some of the places you can 
begin with.  

Chantal: Okay.  I was just going to add one more thing to when you talked about at 
the beginning, seeing if there were issues with diarrhea or constipation or 
gassing. I would also suggest if you have a child with autism, who has a lot 
of hypertonia, that means the muscles are very soft, that child if the 
muscles for walking, for crawling, for moving around are not working where 
they should be for someone developing normally at that age, it's going to 
be the same thing with the muscles that have to do with the bladder and 
retention of the poop.  And so you'll wanna make sure you're working with 



a physical therapist for the whole body.  But that child might not be ready 
physically in the sense of his muscle tone 

Jonathan: That's right.

Chantal: To using the bathroom.  

Jonathan: And you're talking about actually sort of control of his body.  I would go

Chantal: The physical control, yeah.

Jonathan: Yeah and I would add even, holding himself up on the toilet and sitting and 
being in that position.  One of the accessories we add to all bathrooms that 
I'm doing toilet training in is a foot stool.  When a child is sitting on the 
toilet, whether you lift them up or he's sitting on his own, that his feet are 
flat instead of dangling.  And when you're feet are flat and supported, then 
you're able to relax your bladder and leg muscles and your sphincter, so 
that you're actually able to go to the washroom.  Where as if any of you 
listening and you have a young child, he's willing to sit on the toilet and 
he's there and that's not a problem, but he doesn't seem to ever go in the 
toilet.  If he's having to hold himself, so his hands are on the side of the 
toilet seat and he's kind of holding himself there and his legs are dangling, 
it's possible he's not relaxed enough to go.  That's right.  Putting a stool 
there and in one particular family, we even installed an arm rail just so the 
child could hold on there.  Again, kind of relaxed on the seat a little bit....

Chantal: Right.

Jonathan: And presto, it happened for that particular child.  I'm gonna add one other 
thing and you might read this in a lot of books on toileting.  They talk 
about timing and some books advocate taking the child frequently, like 
once an hour so he can try it.  I am not a fan of that and I'll tell you it 
because you get more blanks or false negatives then you do positives.  
Because there's no person on the planet who has to go to the washroom 
once an hour.  But our bodies do work, again, if your child's body is 
functioning typically, in terms of physically body, the gut and the pooping 
cycle, the bowel movement, typically a body will want to have a bowel 
movement and urinate after a half an hour to forty-five minutes let's say for 



a little child, maybe even sooner than that after eating and drinking.  So yo 
give the child it's favorite juice or water, so that the bladder starts to get 
full, count about twenty minutes and then offer the washroom.   You may 
want to sit there for two to three minutes if the child isn't going right away. 
The child is more likely to go with a full bladder obviously.  So timing you 
think about important.  

Chantal: I have an interesting piece of information about that which was a real 
surprise to me.  I might have mentioned it here on another webinar if it 
came up in a question, but I'm going to mention it in case you have 
something to say about it.  In my latest book, Autism Life Skills, what I did 
was I interviewed all kinds of adults on the spectrum.  From those on the 
more able end to the less able end of the spectrum.  I was really surprised 
to find out that many have a hard time feeling their body in overwhelm 
situations.  I found this out because I was interviewing somebody in the 
lobby of a hotel, who had Asperger's and her cellphone rang and she said 
just a moment and she left and came back.  And I thought okay so and I 
just said to her “everything okay at home?” I assumed she had a phone 
call.  She said oh no, when I'm out in public I can not feel my body if I'm in 
situations of overwhelm with light and sound and I can't tell when I have to 
use the bathroom, so I set the alarm to remind myself to go to the 
bathroom every two hours. Because I can't feel if I have to go. 

Jonathan: Right.

Chantal: So then I started asking people and quite a few people had the same issue 
and others said they couldn't tell the difference between whether their 
stomach was full or they had to use the toilet.  

Jonathan: Yeah.

Chantal: These are people...  And so that's why I understand what you're saying 
about not taking them and making go at a certain time.  But for some it 
might be helpful if they're in situations like that.  

Jonathan: Right.  Well let me  

Chantal: Do you have success in how to help with that? 



Jonathan: Let me clarify though. I was advocating taking your child at a specific time. 
That's why I always said....

Chantal: Ohhh

Jonathan: But I was saying not according to the clock.  9 o'clock, 11, 12.

Chantal: Ohhh

Jonathan: But more according to eating and feeding cycles.  

Chantal: Okay.  So what you're saying is after that time, specific time after having 
eaten.  

Jonathan: Right.  Because, because your chances that the person does have to go are 
much greater 

Chantal: Greater.  Correct

Jonathan: Than every hour on the hour.  So actually the woman who you interviewed, 
I don't know if she does this, she sets her cellphone so it rings so it 
reminds her, maybe she would set it for about an hour after she eats for 
the three meals a day.  That might really work for her body.  So something 
like that makes sense.

Chantal: Right.

Jonathan: You raise an issue that a lot of parents can... your example... a lot of 
parents can identify.  If you have a child who typically seems to holds his 
bowel movements or stool until they come home, a lot of parents say this.  
One of my theories on that is that they're kind of overwhelmed in dealing 
with school and trying to manage and focus and things and when they 
come home or in the car on the way home, if they're wearing diapers, 



that's the sort of “ahhh” kind of moment where I'm in a more comfortable 
situation, a familiar routine...

Chantal: Right.

Jonathan: Going home.  I'm not being asked anything right now to do, so then I can 
let it happen.  So for those parents it may be helpful to soon as you come 
home, try the toilet and encourage that.  By the way, some children who 
do have sensory issues, as Chantal you were mentioning with some of 
those adults, you may want to modify your bathroom a little bit.  I worked 
with a couple of parents where putting a rug down in the bathroom, even 
though its not the most sanitary thing to have sort of a larger, big rug 
necessarily... If your child for example has auditory challenges or seems to 
cover his ears, 

Chantal: Ohhh.

Jonathan: The bathrooms are super echoing.  Most modern bathrooms have a lot of 
tile and glass, mirror and chrome and they can be really echoing and you 
add to that a toilet flush.  So, if I'm working with a child who covers his 
ears to vacuums or blenders, seems to talk very softly, that kind of stuff, 
we're actually going to modify the bathroom to make it less echoing and 
we won't do the flush routine.  And I'll actually show the child that they are 
“safe  and can trust” they'll be able to the washroom and they can call 
Mommy or Daddy to flush it after.  And if they know they can trust that, 
then they can go.  There's an example of sound.  I do the same thing in 
terms of heat.  Some people with autism have reported that they are very 
sensitive to hot and cold.  Well bathroom tile floors can be very cold for a 
child.  The toilet seat can be very cold.  So again, we've had to keep them 
warmed up and heated and the child has been able to go.  Those are just 
some examples.  

Chantal: Interesting.  Now I've had quite a few questions come on so I not going to 
read them all.  They all have to do with the same question which is... these 
are people from different parts of the country and Canada and they're 
asking how do you find therapists or people in area to help them.  Whether 
they're therapists, DAN doctors.  Do you have a suggestion for best way for 
people to find the best people to help them in their area?



Jonathan: Well I do.  Chantal you mentioned it earlier and your a parent in this 
situation, so you would agree with this.  It seems like parents who either 
have been through it ahead of you or are going through, they often are 
beating the path in some way ahead of you.  And I think it's really valuable 
to not recreate the wheel and not have to do a research every time that a 
child is diagnosed.  Which is really one of the reasons why I created the 
practice that I have.  To try and save parents hundreds of hours of finding 
all this stuff.  So what I'm getting at is if you're a parent of a newly 
diagnosed child or recently diagnosed and you're trying to figure out where 
do I go and what do I do.  Getting into chat groups with other parents, 
look into local support groups and often times you'll come away from a 
meeting with three or four names of this is a great speech and language 
pathologist, you should definitely work with this doctor.  I think you should 
still check them out and research and interview that

Chantal: Definitely

Jonathan: Person yourself.  You can even check with other parents and say have you 
heard of Dr. Johnson because I was recommended and get a second 
opinion.  I think first off that's a great place.  In terms of DAN doctors, 
there is a list on...

Chantal: Autism Research Institute.  

Jonathan: That's right

Chantal: Autism Research Institute.  If you Google, Autism Research Institute... I 
know the home page looks a little busy, but you can find...

Jonathan: DAN Practitioners

Chantal: DAN Practitioners and not just in the United States and in Canada, but in 
any country where there's one.  So for listeners who are listening from 
overseas, that's good information to know.  I would also suggest “TACA 
NOW”  - Talk About Curing Autism Now.  Because they have a mentor 
program.  They have a website.  And on the website you can find out about 
their chat on line.  Which is a good way, I know at the beginning when I 
moved here I got on with lots of questions about different therapists and 



again you get different advice and different opinions and different names 
and you ask people certain questions and you can continue looking on your 
way.  Autism Research Institute and TACA, also if you have a local Autism 
Society of America chapter, you know some chapters are different than 
others.  But you always find parents there and you can find parents to give 
you information.  It takes a little time but you can always mange to find the 
right people. 

Jonathan: Can I add since today's topic was about Multi Treatment

Chantal: Please do.

Jonathan: I rarely hear that parents have a challenge for finding a therapist for a 
particular thing.  But more, finding a therapist that's open to merging other 
treatments 

Chantal: Right, that's true.

Jonathan: Or specifically doing something that the parent wants.  So I'm going to say 
again, really take some time to interview that professional.  Don't just jump 
in on the day you meet them.  Ask them some questions.  And some of the 
key questions, again I just want to repeat two of them: One is - ask them if 
they're open to working with other professionals?   With other people you 
already have on your team or thinking of adding.  If you're talking o a 
behavioral therapist say “hey, what do you think of play therapy and would 
you be willing to work in conjunction with a play therapist too?  If that's 
what you're thinking.  I wouldn't get engaged in a contract with someone 
who is not willing to talk or work or discuss other approaches and 
incorporate that first of all.  And the second thing is that you as a parent 
feel that they're personable to you.  Because you're your child's advocate.  
You need to be able to ask questions and if you're working with a therapist 
that's either dismissive to parents or they say “oh well, you can just stand 
outside” then its not the person to be working for.  Work with  a parent 
friendly therapist, definitely.

Chantal: Great.  Now here's a question from Jen in Ontario.  How many hours does 
your typical IMTI Program require?  Can you describe what a setting and 
session for a verbal, high functioning five year old child with ASD would 
look like?  And what is the average cost  for a program?



Jonathan: Oh, good questions.  Right down to the nitty gritty. (laughter) 

Chantal: That takes us down to the last eight minutes.  So I'm getting down to the 
nitty gritty too.  

Jonathan: Okay perfect.  I'll keep this in sync too.  Hours, the actually number of 
hours of therapy is completely determined on the child's needs.  So you're 
asking an average hmmm, I'll give you a range instead of an average 
because I work with a real cross section of children.  I ran a program two 
years ago with a family and we topped out at one point at sixty-five hours. 
I'm giving you an extreme range.  And that wasn't all in a play room, one 
on one.  That included outdoor recreational stuff. We literally had a 
programming going on that much time.  He responded terrifically to it.  But 
on the other end I'm working with a family right now where the child has 
one hour a day, the child is in school full-time and doing well, but there are 
some other issues.  Just one hour a day we have programming and two 
hours on Saturday and two hours on Sunday.  So there's a range and really 
everything in between in terms of hours.  What would a section look like 
for the child she's describing?   Again, depends on what we're trying to 
address in that session.  She mentioned high functioning and the age, but I 
would want to figure out are we looking out, do we want to focus on play 
and social skills?  Or  are we looking at working on some more academic 
stuff?  Like how to do homework independently or are we drilling down to 
a specific academic here like reading or writing?  Or is more sort of 
independently skills like learning to do a zipper? So the session will look 
different depending on the child's needs.  Let me just throw one last thing 
about the session because she kinda wanted a picture environment.  Do we 
do that in the special play room I had mentioned this evening or out in the 
park?  That would depend how much the child seems to be distracted in 
environments and overwhelmed.  So for some children, sitting in a 
classroom, lots of noise, sounds and other kids seems to be overwhelming 
and distracting.  And they're quite fidgety and have a hard time focusing, 
so a quieter environment might work.  For a child who doesn't seem to be 
distracted by it, then I want to work in the most natural setting possible.  
In terms of costs, she can get a hold of me, we can talk.  I would be happy 
to give the cost, but I have a consultation fee per hour that I work with 
families on.  There is a sliding scale so families who have lower incomes, 
may not be able to afford it, I want to be able to find a way to 
accommodate them of course.  And then if a family decides to work with 
me on a bi-weekly basis, where I see a family every other week... some 



families I see once a week and I direct and design a program, then there's 
obviously sort of a package fee.  Which is reduced from an hourly rate 
because we're engaging in an on-going contract to work together.  So she 
should go to IMTI.ca and fill out on the contact page and just simply send 
me an e-mail on contact me and I would be happy to have a conversation 
with her. 

Chantal: Michelle in Carlsbad wanted to know if there are other professionals doing 
the kind of work you do or do you train people to do what you do?

Jonathan: Yes, there are professionals who work on a multi disciplinary team 
approach.  I don't know in I can certainly say in Canada, I haven't met, as 
Chantal mentioned I worked and trained in the States for almost ten years. 
I'm not aware of someone that's merging in the ways that I'm doing and 
paying attention to sort of order and timing.  So I'm not able to give you a 
name of someone that's doing that.  There's certainly professionals in the 
Toronto and Ontario area who are I going to say IMTI friendly.  People who 
work in  conjunction with and are really open to dialogging and talking, 
working with clients together.  So I'm not able to, I just don't know of other 
people doing this kind of approach right now.  In terms of training, 
absolutely, I would be happy to work with other professionals and train and 
also learn from them.  Continually learn and this is one of the aspects of 
the IMTI Program that gets a sort of fluid open method that evolves and 
grows as research comes available.  And I'm always open to changing my 
ideas and growing and learning as we learn more.  

Chantal: This has been Jonathan Alderson, who has developed the Intensive Multi 
Treatment Intervention Program (IMTI).  You can read more about 
him on his website: www.imti.ca.  This has be MomsFightingAutism.com.  
I've been you moderator: Chantal Sicile-Kira and thank you Jonathan so 
much for your time and for all the information.   So people can reach you 
again at IMTI.ca. - ca stands for Canada.  That's why it's not .com.

Jonathan: That's right.  Thank you Chantal for inviting me and thank you for all the 
excellent questions.  And please do feel free anyone who wants to send 
questions and continue this conversation over the Internet.   

Chantal: Thank you Jonathan and to everyone, be the change you want to see.  
Thank you.    

http://www.imti.ca/
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